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Introduction 


The objective of this research is to develop a field guide to assist maintenance personnel 


in determining the extent of damage to semi-rigid longitudinal barriers that affects 


operational performance. The guidance may cover additional strong steel post W-beam 


guardrail failure modes or other types of longitudinal barriers. It is expected that this 


research will continue the work begun under NCHRP Project 22-23 and may involve a 


combination of component testing, pendulum testing, and computer simulation. Full-scale 


crash testing may be considered to validate the other methods of analysis, but is not the 


focus of this research. 


 


This report will describe the progress achieved in this project in the previous quarter with 


respect to the eight tasks identified in the work plan.  The following sections will describe 


the task-by-task progress identifying work items accomplished and any problems 


encountered in the research.  A section describing the contractual status of the project 


(i.e., funding, schedule, etc.) appears at the end of the report and the progress summary 


tables and plots appear in Attachment A.  Research team responses to panel comments on 


the previous QPR and interim report are included in Attachment B. 


 


This quarterly report and attachments as well as all future quarterly reports can be found 


on the World Wide Web at http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/.  In order to 


comply with the NCHRP Limited-Use document policy, all the documents on the project 


webpage have been password protected such that they are accessible only to the project 


research team and panel.  All the documents are password protected PDFs and the 


password for all documents in this project is “fieldguide” 


 


Task 1: Literature Review and Survey of Practice 


Statement of Work 


Review the work undertaken in NCHRP Project 22-23, as well as recently completed and 


ongoing relevant research. Survey the state and provincial transportation agencies to 


determine their plans for implementing NCHRP Report 656 and to identify damage modes 


and other system elements (e.g., wood posts, transitions, end treatments) that should be 


added to those covered by the report. Augment the survey results with input from the 


AASHTO Technical Committee on Roadside Safety; TRB Standing Committee AFB20, 


Roadside Safety Design; AASHTO/AGC/ARTBA Task Force 13; and the American Traffic 


Safety Services Association’s Guardrail Committee. 


 


Task 1a.  Literature Review 


This task is complete. 


 


Task 1b.  Survey of Practice 


This task is complete. 


 


 


  



http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentA5.pdf

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentB5.pdf

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR
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Task 2.  Prioritize Damage Modes and System Elements 


For each damage mode and system element identified in Task 1, analyze the importance 


of addressing it and the research methods that could be used for evaluation. Prioritize 


the damage modes and system elements for inclusion in the research plan to be carried 


out in Task 4. 


 


This task is complete. 


 


Task 3.  Interim Report and Panel Meeting  


 


Within 4 months of contract execution, prepare an interim report summarizing the work 


performed in Tasks 1 and 2 and recommending a research plan to qualitatively and 


quantitatively assess the highest-priority damage modes and system elements described 


in Task 2. The plan should describe and estimate costs for analyses, supporting tests, and 


validation tests that will be used to develop metrics for assessing the operational 


performance of a damaged barrier (per NCHRP Report 350, Test Level 3). The research 


plan should provide options totaling approximately 150% of the budget for Task 4; the 


excess is intended to give the project oversight panel discretion in selecting the research 


to be conducted. The interim report should also include a preliminary outline for 


additions to Chapter 16, "A Field Guide for the Restoration of Longitudinal Barriers," of 


NCHRP Report 656. 


 


The interim report was submitted to NCHRP on February 13, 2013 and was distributed to 


the panel shortly thereafter.  The research team met with the panel on March 19, 2013 in 


Washington D.C. to review the interim report and discuss the work plan.  Presentation 


slides from the meeting have been up-loaded to the project website.  The research team 


enjoyed the opportunity to discuss the project and work plan with the panel and we 


believe we had a very productive meeting. 


 


The interim report has been revised as per the comments received from the panel both in 


writing and as a result of the discussions at the interim report panel meeting.  The revised 


version of the report has been posted on the project website.  There are no plans to re-


distribute a paper copy of the interim report but if any panel member would like one to be 


sent they should forward that request to the research team and we will send one out. 


 


The most important aspect of the interim report was the Phase II work plan.  The work 


plan has been extensively revised in response to panel suggestions at the meeting and the 


revised work plan is included as Attachment C.  An as-yet unfunded Phase III was added 


in order to add several more systems to the field guide.  NCHRP will be able to use this 


material to develop the required materials to request additional continuation funding from 


AASHTO SCOR. 


 


When the panel approves the revised work plan the research team will immediately 


initiate Tasks 4 and 5. 


 



http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/InterimMeetingSlides.pdf

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/InterimReport

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentC5.pdf
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Following up on a suggestion from the meeting, the research team has requested time to 


speak at the AASHTO Subcommittee on Maintenance’s (SCOM) summer meeting July 


21-25 in Burlington, Vermont.  The purpose of the presentation will be to update the 


group on the project but, more importantly, to ask for assistance in finding specific 


maintenance garages and supervisors that would participate in the field testing of the field 


guide as well as find some additional possible sources for damaged guardrail and wood 


posts. 


 


Task 4.  Execute Plan  


 


Execute the research plan for assessing damage modes and system elements as approved 


by the panel at the interim meeting.  


 


This task will be initiated as soon as the work plan is approved. 


 


Task 5.  Prepare Draft Field Guide Materials  


 


Develop additional material for the field guide for the damage modes and system 


elements addressed in Task 4. The material should be consistent with Chapter 16 of 


NCHRP Report 656. 


  


This task will be initiated as soon as the work plan is approved. 


 


Task 6.  Field-Test Draft Field Guide Materials  


 


Field-test and fine-tune the field guide material developed under this project with 


maintenance personnel from at least one state DOT approved by the panel.  


 


This task has not been initiated. 


 


Task 7.  Assemble Field Guide  


Prepare a field guide combining Chapter 16 of NCHRP Report 656 and the additional 


material from Tasks 5 and 6. 


 


This task has not been initiated. 


 


Task 8. Final Report 


 


Submit a final report documenting the entire research effort, describing future research 


efforts (e.g., additional damage modes, further validation of the field guide), and 


including the Task 7 field guide as a stand-alone appendix. The field guide should also be 


provided as an independent electronic document suitable for downloading and printing 


by transportation agencies. 


 


This task has not been initiated. 
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Contractual 


A summary of the progress and fiscal status of the project is shown in Attachment A.  


The contract was signed on December 27, 2011 with a contract start date of January 2, 


2012. Unfortunately, the project is running several quarters behind schedule.  We hope to 


make up some of this time once the second phase work plan is approved but a no-cost 


extension is likely to be required. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Malcolm H. Ray, P.E., Ph.D. 


 


Attachment A:  Fiscal and Schedule Summary  


Attachment B:  Response to Panel Comments  


Attachment C:  Revised Work Plan  


 


 



http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentA5.pdf

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentA5.pdf

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentB5.pdf

http://www.roadsafellc.com/NCHRP22-28/QPR/AttachmentC5.pdf






Estimated
Task Title J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D Task 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Complete
1 Phase I Review 25 50 75 100 100


5 15 25 35 50 75 82 90 100 100
2 Prioritize Damage Modes 25 50 75 100 100


1 5 10 70 80 100 100
3 Interim Report 50 50 100 100


25 50 90 93 96 100 100
4 Execute Work Plan 15 30 45 60 75 80 90 100 100


0
5 Revise/Develop Field Guide 10 20 30 40 65 80 90 100 100


0
6 Field Test Field Guide 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100


0
7 Finalize Field Guide 30 60 100 100


0
8 Final Report 50 100 100


0
Planned Overall Complete 4 8 12 19 19 21 29 37 46 54 63 67 74 80 82 83 84 86 88 91 94 94 91 100 100
Actual Overall Complete 1 3 5 7 10 15 16 18 21 28 32 40 40 40 41 41


Funds Expended Time Expended:
Contract Amount: Start Date:
Expended this quarter: End Date:
Total expended to date:
Balance $235,500


$300,000
21.50%


NCHRP Project No. 22-28


Research Agency: RoadSafe LLC
Principal Investigator: Malcolm H. Ray


$4,601
$64,500


Fig. A -- Overall Project Schedule
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WORK PLAN 


Overview 


This report presents a proposed work plan for developing and field testing a guide for 


highway maintenance engineers and maintenance supervisors to assess the level of damage and 


effectiveness of damaged guardrail installations based on qualitative and quantitative criteria. 


The guidance developed in this study will build upon and add to the guidelines presented in 


Report 656.   


The funding for Task 4 is limited, so it will be necessary to carefully select which of the 


damage modes are to be studied to make the most effective use of the available funding.  The 


ultimate goal is to develop damage assessment and repair criteria that will lead to a 


comprehensive and highly valued field guide for assessing guardrail damage and establishing 


priority for repair.   


The research team considers the G4(2W) guardrail to be of high priority for inclusion in this 


study. The wood-post w-beam guardrail is the second most commonly installed guardrail system 


used in the U.S. and was also rated the highest by the survey respondent for inclusion in this 


study. The G4(2W) is composed of the same components and same basic design as the G4(1S), 


with the exception of the guardrail posts and is thus expected to be susceptible to similar damage 


modes. In many of these cases the performance degradation due to a particular damage mode 


will also be similar between these two systems; therefore evaluation criteria for several damage 


modes for the G4(1S) should be directly applicable to the G4(2W) guardrail.  Further, some of 


the additional damage modes of the G4(1S) that warrant more investigation (e.g., combination 


rail deflection and rail-post connection) could be studied as part of the assessment for the 


G4(2W) and then “extrapolated” to the G4(1S), or vice versa. 


The assessment criteria for the G4(2W) should apply to all wood-post w-beam guardrails that 


are of the same basic design and that use guardrail posts of similar dimensions to those of the 


G4(2W). For example, the G4(1W), G4(2W), and the ODOT Type 5 guardrail all use slightly 


different shaped wooden posts, but otherwise share the same system components. Although the 


posts are different (e.g., square, rectangular, and round, respectively), they are similar in that 


they are all wood and are of similar dimensions (i.e., 8-10 inches in width/diameter and 6 ft in 


length); thus it could be inferred that each of these systems incur similar performance 


degradation due to each type and combination of damage mode(s).  


The research team considers the G2 weak-post guardrail to be the next highest rated system 


for evaluation in this study. This system was also rated second highest for inclusion in the study 


by the survey respondents.  The advantage of including the weak-post guardrail is that this 


system is used extensively in several of the eastern states and because the research team has 


significant experience with the design of this system.  Therefore, the results of various damage 


mode assessments can be supplemented with prior analysis results to achieve as thorough 


assessment criteria as possible for inclusion into the field guide.  


The research team considers the thrie-beam guardrail as the third highest rated system for 


inclusion in the study. The thrie-beam is not as popular as the strong-post w-beam, but most 
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states do have some limited number of thrie-beam guardrail installations. Although the G2 weak-


post guardrail received the second highest rating from the survey respondents for inclusion in the 


study, the rating for the thrie-beam guardrail was very similar (i.e., weighted average values of 


3.22 and 3.08, respectively), thus a case could be made for selecting either system.     


The guardrail systems and damage modes were prioritized subjectively by the research team 


for evaluation in Task 4, as shown in Table 1, based on considerations of   


(1) Has the damage mode been quantitatively assessed before 


(2) Applicability of damage assessment criteria to multiple systems 


(3) How widely used is the guardrail system 


(4) Can a sufficient number damage modes for a given system be evaluated (e.g., considering 


budget constraints) to ensure comprehensive damage assessment and repair guidance.  
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Table 1.  Prioritization of damage modes. 


 


  


Guardrail Type Priority Order Damage Mode Evaluation Method Comments


A1 Validate G4(2W) Model FEA
Simulate tests 471470-26 and/or RF476640-1-5 to validate the model for use in 


subsequent analyses


A2 Weak Anchor FEA
Evaluate the effects of anchor stiffness and strength on guardrail  performance. 


Results for this system should also correspond to the G4(1S) .


A3 Rotted/Weakened Posts Pendulum / FEA
Pendulum test to quantify loss of post strength and validate FEA model. FEA to 


evaluate system performance


A4


Combination Mode:


Post/Rail Deflection and 


rail-post separation


Pendulum / FEA / 


Full-Scale Test?


Combination Modes:  Pendulum tests  to determine amount of rail  deflection at 


which rail  detachment should occur. FEA to evaluate barrier performance for a 


range of barrier deflections w.r.t. varying connection strength. Full-scale test to 


validate model.


A5  Splice Damage Pendulum
Evaluate damage to downstream splice bolt holes (damage to front and back layers). 


Results should also be applicable to the G4(1S) and vice versa.


A6
Soil Eroded Away from 


Posts
Pendulum / FEA


Pendulum test to quantify loss of post strength and FEA to evaluate system 


performance.


A7 Split Blockouts Pendulum Pendulum tests to quantify the potential for splice rupture.


A8
Post/Rail Deflection and 


Flattened Rail
FEA


Combination Modes: Rail  flattening was shown to increase probabability for system 


vaulting in R656.  A deflected system in combination with rail  flattening may further 


increase potential for vaulting.


B1
Reduced Embedment of 


Anchor Foundation Tubes


 Static Testing / 


Pendulum / FEA


B2 Missing Grounline Strut
 Static Testing / 


Pendulum


B3 Slack Cable
 Static Testing / 


Pendulum / FEA


B4
Rotted / Weakened Anchor 


Posts
Pendulum


C1 Validate G4(1S) Model FEA
Simulate tests C08C3-027 using appropriate anchor strength to verify research 


team's hypothesis that the weak anchor was the cause of failed test.


C2 Weak Anchor FEA Use FEA to evaluate effects of anchor strength on guardrail  performance.


D1 Validate G2 Model FEA Simulate full-scale crash test to validate the model for use in subsequent analyses


D2 Post/Rail Deflection
FEA + 


Full-Scale Test(?)


FEA to simulate low-speed impacts followed by high-speed impact (analogous to 


Report 656 methodology). Full-scale test to validate model?


D3 Anchor Damage FEA
The weak-post system will  have different sensitivity to anchor strength than strong-


post systems.


D4 Horizontal Tear Pendulum / FEA
This damage mode may be more critical for weak-post systems than strong-post 


systems due to higher tensile loads in rail


D5 Hole in rail Pendulum / FEA
This damage mode may be more critical for weak-post systems than strong-post 


systems due to higher tensile loads in rail


D6
Soil Eroded Away from 


Posts
Pendulum / FEA


The weak-post system will  have a diferrent sensitivity to this damage mode 


compared to strong post systems.


D7 Splice Damage FEA
Splice damage will  be less critical for the modified G2 (e.g., splice at mid-span) then 


the original G2


D8 Rail-Post Separation FEA
FEA could be used to evaluate this mode; however, a detached rail-post connection 


would also indicate a missing back-up plate which is not acceptable.


D9 Missing Back-up Plate Pendulum / FEA
FEA or Pendulum testing could be used to evaluate this damage mode; however, test 


results have already proven that a missing back-up plate is not acceptable.


G4(2W)


Measure force-deflection response (i.e., stiffness and strength) of anchor for each 


damage mode and level of damage. Combine with A2, C2, D2  and E2 to establish 


repair criteria.


G4(1S)


Generic 


Anchor


G2
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Table 1.  Prioritization of damage modes. (continued) 


  


  


Guardrail Type Priority Order Damage Mode Evaluation Method Comments


E1 Validate G9 Model FEA Simulate full-scale crash test to validate the model for use in subsequent analyses


E2 Anchor Damage FEA
Evaluate the effects of anchor stiffness and strength on guardrail performance. 


These results cold be combined with the damage vs stiffness evaluations above.   


E3


Combination Mode:


Post/Rail Deflection and 


rail-post separation


Pendulum / FEA / 


Full-Scale Test?


Combination Modes:  Pendulum tests  to determine amount of rail  deflection at 


which rail  detachment should occur. FEA to evaluate barrier performance for a 


range of barrier deflections w.r.t. varying connection strength. Full-scale test to 


validate model.


E4


Combination Mode:


Post/Rail Deflection and 


rail flattening


FEA
Parametric study to determine critical degree of rail  flattening for varying degrees of 


rail  deflection.


E5
Soil Eroded Away from 


Posts
Pendulum / FEA


Pendulum test to quantify loss of post strength and FEA to evaluate system 


performance.


E6 Twisted Posts FEA FEA to evaluate system performance due to various degrees of twisted posts.


E7 Rotted/Weakened Posts Pendulum / FEA
Pendulum test to quantify loss of post strength and validate FEA model (note: May be 


able to extrapolate from G4(2W) study). FEA to evaluate system performance.


F1 Validate MGS Model FEA Simulate full-scale crash test to validate the model for use in subsequent analyses


F2


Combination Mode:


Post/Rail Deflection and 


rail-post separation


Pendulum / FEA / 


Full-Scale Test?


Combination Modes:  Pendulum tests  to determine amount of rail  deflection at 


which rail  detachment should occur. FEA to evaluate barrier performance for a 


range of barrier deflections w.r.t. varying connection strength. Full-scale test to 


validate model.


F3 Anchor Damage FEA
Evaluate the effects of anchor stiffness and strength on guardrail performance. 


Combine with results of anchor study to develop repair criteria.


F4
Soil Eroded Away from 


Posts
FEA


Results from the pendulum tests in Tasks 4A-6 and 4E-5 will  be used to calibrate the 


soil model for use in the finite element analyses.


F5


Combination Mode:


Post/Rail Deflection and 


rail flattening


FEA
Parametric study to determine critical degree of rail  flattening for varying degrees of 


rail  deflection.


F6 Twisted Posts FEA FEA to evaluate system performance due to various degrees of twisted posts.


F10 Rotted/Weakened Posts FEA
Pendulum test to quantify loss of post strength and validate FEA model (note: May be 


able to extrapolate from G4(2W) study). FEA to evaluate system performance.


MGS


G9
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Research Approach 


The basic approach will be to use pendulum testing and finite element analysis to evaluate 


various guardrail-damage modes and use that information to develop assessment guidelines and 


criteria for determining repair priority; draft field guide materials will be developed concurrently 


with these evaluations and distributed to field guide testers.  Feedback from the maintenance 


personnel in the early stages of the project will help ensure that the final guide is useful and 


effective, by (1) helping to uncover any unaddressed damage modes early enough in the research 


project to address them, and (2) providing insight into which damage modes are actually the 


most commonly observed in the field.     


The following is a brief outline of the tasks and sub-tasks for developing the field guide.  


More discussion of each task is presented in the following sections. The research team has 


broken Tasks 4 and 6 of the proposed work plan into Phase II and Phase III to prioritize the 


work.  We believe that the work proposed under Phase II is a higher priority and also more 


immediately achievable than the work proposed under Phase III. 


 Task 4: Evaluate damage modes and quantify their effects on guardrail performance 


o Phase II 


 Task 4A – G4(2W) Strong Wood Post Guardrail 


1. Validate G4(2W) model 


2. Evaluate anchor damage (i.e., guardrail performance in terms 


of anchor strength) 


3. Evaluate rotted or weakened posts  


4. Evaluate combination mode of rail deflection and rail-post 


separation  


5. Evaluate splice damage modes that were not evaluated in 


Report 656 


6. Evaluate soil eroded away from posts 


7. Evaluate split blockouts (Phase III task) 


8. Evaluate combination mode of rail deflection and rail 


flattening. 


 Task 4B – Evaluate anchor strength in terms of anchor damage 


1. Evaluate effects of stub height (i.e., reduced embedment depth) 


2. Evaluate missing/damaged groundline strut 


3. Evaluate slack anchor cable 


4. Evaluate rotted/weakened anchor posts 


 Task 4C – G4(1S) Strong Steel Post Guardrail 


1. Reevaluate test C08C3-027 to confirm hypothesis that anchor 


was cause of test failure 


2. Evaluate select anchor damage modes to verify damage modes 


are similar to those for the G4(2W) (Phase III task) 


o Phase III 


 Task 4D – Modified G2 Weak Steel Post Guardrail 


1. Validate Modified G2 model 


2. Evaluate crash induced post and rail deflection 
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3. Evaluate anchor damage (i.e., guardrail performance in terms 


of anchor strength) 


4. Evaluate soil eroded away from posts 


5. Evaluate splice damage modes 


6. Evaluate horizontal rail tears 


7. Evaluate hole in rail 


8. Evaluate missing backup plate 


 Task 4E – G9 Thrie-Beam Guardrail 


1. Validate model of the G9 guardrail 


2. Evaluate anchor damage 


3. Evaluate combination mode of rail deflection and rail-post 


separation 


4. Evaluate combination mode of rail deflection and rail flattening 


5. Evaluate soil eroded away from posts 


6. Evaluate twisted posts 


7. Evaluate rotted or weakened posts 


 Task 4F – MGS Guardrail 


1. Validate model of the MGS guardrail 


2. Evaluate combination mode of rail deflection and rail-post 


separation 


3. Evaluate anchor damage 


4. Evaluate soil eroded away from posts 


5. Evaluate combination mode of rail deflection and rail flattening 


6. Evaluate twisted posts 


7. Evaluate rotted posts 


 Task 5: Prepare draft field guide materials 


 Task 6: Field-test the draft field guide materials 


o Phase II 


 Field test field guide materials for G4(1S), G4(2W) and Generic 


terminal 


o Phase III 


 Field test field guide materials for Modified G2, G9 and MGS 


 Task 7: Assemble field guide 


 Task 8: Prepare final report 


Task 4. Evaluate Damage Modes and Quantify their Effects on Guardrail Performance   


  This task will involve evaluating the performance of common strong-post guardrail systems 


subjected to each damage mode or combination of damage modes identified in Task 3. The basic 


research approach will be similar to that used in Report 656 and will involve a combination of 


pendulum testing and computational analyses to assess performance degradation of guardrails 


due to various damage modes.  


Pendulum testing will be used to quantify strength degradation due to various damage modes, 


to evaluate failure modes that are not well suited for finite element analysis, and to validate finite 


element models.  Finite element analysis will be used to evaluate damage modes that cannot be 
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adequately assessed with pendulum testing and to investigate the effects of damage modes on 


overall system performance which would be cost prohibitive to investigate using full-scale tests. 


For example, pendulum tests will be used to quantify reduction in post strength due to rotted or 


weakened post; the results of the pendulum tests will then be used to validate/calibrate the finite 


element model of the post-soil system(s); then FEA will be used to evaluate the effects of the 


various levels of damage on system performance.  


 Crash performance evaluations of the damaged systems will be conducted based on the crash 


testing procedures used to evaluate the original undamaged systems, so that performance 


degradation can be directly assessed.  The G4(2W) guardrail was not successfully crash tested to 


MASH, so its performance evaluations will be assessed based on NCHRP Report 350 TL-3 test 


conditions.  The G2 weak-post w-beam guardrail, the G9 thrie-beam guardrail with wood 


blockouts, and the MGS guardrail have been crash tested to both Report 350 and MASH TL-3 


conditions, so crashworthiness criteria of either, or both, may be used in evaluating those 


systems.  


The research team has discussed using the FHWA FOIL test facility for the physical testing 


aspects of this project.  In our discussions with Mr. Arispe at the FHWA, he indicated that the 


project would be responsible for furnishing any and all barrier parts, vehicles or special test 


fixtures required for the testing as well as the labor needed to install the barriers or components 


and set up the tests.  The cost of the FOIL facility itself and its permanent testing staff would be 


provided to the project at no cost.  It is also assumed that the proposed testing can be worked into 


the FOIL’s general operation schedule with sufficient advance notice.  These assumptions were 


used in developing the project budget.  In Phase I, the Project 22-23 research team was able to 


obtain donated guardrail materials from several guardrail manufacturers.  While we will attempt 


to do the same, $50,000 has been budgeted in Phase II toward materials, test fixtures for 


component testing and test setup. 


The level of damage for each damage mode will probably range from very minor to a level 


where unacceptable performance results. The results will be summarized and presented in a table 


that shows performance using both absolute and relative values of evaluation criteria for each 


damage-metric in much the same way that Chapter 16 of Report 656 does. Based on the results 


of the analyses, recommendations will be developed that clearly indicate the level of priority for 


repair based on quantifiable metrics, such as amount of deflection and extent of the damaged 


area. 


Of course, there will not be sufficient funding to conduct all the damage assessments listed in 


Table 1.  The evaluations will be carried out in priority order to make the most effective use of 


the available funds.  The research team has divided the damage assessments into Phase II and 


Phase III.  The work proposed under Phase II is higher priority and is included may be achieved 


within the allocated budget for Phase II. The work proposed under Phase III is considered to be 


high priority for future study and is included here for informational purposes.  


A summary of the estimated costs for carrying out each of the subtasks is provided in Table 


2.  The research team’s suggested priority list of damage modes to be evaluated in this study are 


identified with estimated costs in the Phase II column of Table 2. These include damage 


assessments for the G4(2W), a generic end-terminal and the G4(1S). Figure 1 shows the basic 


flow chart for developing recommendations for damage assessment and repair criteria for the 
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G4(2W) and generic end-terminal, and Figure 2 shows the basic flow chart for developing 


recommendations for damage assessment and repair criteria for the G4(1S).  Items identified in 


the Phase III column of Table 2 are damage modes and combination modes that have been 


identified and prioritized but are not currently funded. Those damage modes that are not selected 


for evaluations in this study may be considered for evaluation in future studies. 


If the research team is able to complete the work plan under budget (e.g., research team is 


able secure donated materials, effective coordination of testing tasks, etc.), the research team will 


then determine, with approval from the Panel, which additional damage modes to evaluate by 


balancing the available funds with the costs for conducting the analyses.   
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Table 2.  Summary of estimated costs for conducting select damage mode evaluation 


studies. 


 


Task No. Materials Labor Travel


Analysis & 


Reporting Development


Ananlysis & 


Reporting Phase II Phase III


Task 4A:  G4(2W) Strong-Wood-Post Guardrail


4A-1 ModelValidation $6,000 $6,000 $12,000


4A-2 Anchor Damage $1,000 $800 $500 $800 $2,000 $4,000 $9,100


4A-3 Rotted Posts $4,000 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $3,000 $8,000 $19,900


4A-4
Rail/Post Deflection and 


Rail-Post Connection
$5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $4,000 $12,000 $26,400


4A-5 Splice Damage $5,500 $4,000 $1,300 $1,600 $12,400


4A-6 Soil Erosion $5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $3,000 $4,000 $17,400


4A-7 Split Blockouts $5,500 $4,000 $1,300 $1,600 $12,400


4A-8
Rail deflection & rail 


flattening
$4,000 $10,000 $14,000


Task 4B:  Generic End-Terminal


4B-1 Embedment Depth $5,500 $4,000 $1,300 $1,600 $12,400


4B-2 Groundline Strut $5,500 $800 $500 $800 $7,600


4B-3 Slack Cable $5,500 $3,200 $1,100 $1,600 $11,400


4B-4 Rotted Posts $5,500 $3,200 $1,100 $1,600 $11,400


Task 4C:  G4(1S) Strong-Steel-Post Guardrail


4C-1
Revised simulation of 


Test C08C3-027
$2,400 $8,000


$10,400


4C-2 Anchor Damage $2,000 $4,000 $6,000


Task 4D:  G2 Weak-Post Guardrail


4D-1 Model Validation $6,000 $6,000 $12,000


4D-2 Post/Rail Deflection $2,000 $10,000 $12,000


4D-3 Anchor Damage $2,000 $4,000 $6,000


4D-4 Soil Erosion $5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $2,000 $4,000 $16,400


4D-5 Splice Damage $5,500 $3,000 $1,050 $1,600 $11,150


4D-6 Horizontal Tear $5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $10,400


4D-7 Hole in Rail $5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $10,400


4D-8 Missing Backup Plate $1,000 $800 $500 $800 $3,100


Task 4E:  G9 Thrie-Beam  Guardrail


4E-1 Model Validation $6,000 $6,000 $12,000


4E-2 Anchor Damage $2,000 $4,000 $6,000


4E-3
Rail/Post Deflection and 


Rail-Post Connection
$5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $4,000 $10,000 $24,400


4E-4
Post/Rail Deflection and 


Rail Flattening
$4,000 $10,000 $14,000


4E-5 Soil Erosion $5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $2,000 $4,000 $16,400


4E-6 Twisted Posts $3,000 $4,000 $7,000


4E-7 Rotted Posts $3,000 $4,000 $7,000


Task 4F:  MGS Guardrail


4F-1 Model Validation $6,000 $6,000 $12,000


4F-2
Post/Rail Deflection and 


Rail-Post Connection
$5,500 $2,400 $900 $1,600 $4,000 $10,000 $24,400


4F-3 Anchor Damage $2,000 $4,000 $6,000


4F-4 Soil Erosion $2,000 $4,000 $6,000


4F-5
Post/Rail Deflection and 


Rail Flattening
$4,000 $10,000 $14,000


4E-6 Twisted Posts $3,000 $4,000 $7,000


4F-7 Rotted Posts $3,000 $4,000 $7,000


Sub Totals = $150,400 $277,050


FEAPendulum Testing
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Figure 1.   Flow Chart for developing damage assessment criteria for the G4(2W) and 


the generic end-terminal. 
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Figure 2.  Flow Chart for developing damage assessment criteria for the G4(1S). 
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Phase II 


Task 4A.  G4(2W) Strong-Wood-Post Guardrail 


Task 4A-1.  G4(2W) Validation – Simulate Test 471470-26 and/or Test RF476640-1-5  


The purpose of this task is to develop and validate the finite element model of the G4(2W) 


for subsequent analyses in Task 4.  


Model Development 


The finite element model developed in an earlier study by members of the research team will 


be critically assessed to identify any needed improvements based on its intended application in 


this study.[Plaxico00]  The G4(2W) model was previously validated through comparison to full-


scale crash test 471470-26.[Mak99] However, it is expected that the model will be modified to 


improve fidelity of certain components in critical regions of the model. For example, many of the 


components of the G4(2W) guardrail are identical to those of the G4(1S) validated in Report 656 


including the w-beam rail, splice connections, anchor system and the soil model. Those 


components may be used directly in the G4(2W) model for consistency with the model used for 


analysis of the G4(1S).  


Model Validation 


Crash test 471470-26 should be simulated to verify that the model revisions were 


appropriately made and that the improved model is still valid.  If necessary, the model could be 


further validated by simulating the impact conditions of test RF476640-1-5 (i.e., the failed 


MASH test [Bullard10]) to ensure that the model provides accurate response.   


The associated costs for this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4A-2.  G4(2W) w/ Anchor Damage 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of anchor strength on 


guardrail performance.  Although the end-terminal of a guardrail serves many purposes, one of 


its primary functions is to “anchor” the ends of the rail so that the resulting tension in the rail can 


help to limit lateral deflection of the system during impacts.  Once the effect of anchor strength 


on guardrail performance is quantified, the various damage modes of an end-terminal can then be 


defined simply in terms of their effects on anchor strength (see Task 4B).   


For example, all wood-post guardrail terminals use the same basic arrangement: two wood-


posts in foundation tubes and a steel strut between them.  The effectiveness of the anchor is not 


dependent on the terminal type (i.e., a FLEAT, ET-PLUS, SKT, REGENT, SRT, etc.) since all 


the terminals include essentially the same anchorage details.  So, for example, if the groundline 


strut is missing, broken or otherwise nonfunctional, regardless of specific end-terminal type, then 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Total 12,000.00$  
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that damage mode would be associated with a corresponding anchor stiffness and strength.  


Likewise, eroded soil around an anchor post or an anchor post installed with inappropriate 


embedment depth (e.g., it is common to see installations with foundation tube protruding above 


ground) would be associated with a corresponding anchor stiffness and strength. Regarding 


assessment of an end-terminal in combination with a damaged length-of-need section of 


guardrail, the groundline deflection at the first and second anchor posts could be measured and 


then cross-checked with the lateral deflection of the guardrail to quantify residual anchor 


strength.  In each of these examples, the effectiveness of the guardrail, given its particular anchor 


strength, could be determined from the results of this task. 


The baseline condition for the simulation study will be representative of the standard two-


post anchor system. The stiffness and strength of the anchor will then be incrementally reduced 


so that guardrail performance can be quantified with respect to anchor strength. This task will be 


carried out using finite element analysis. The basic methodology will be to use the finite element 


model validated in Task 4A-1 to (1) simulate impact of the guardrail at a low velocity; (2) save 


all nodal deformations and residual stresses in the barrier components; (3) reinitialize the 


guardrail under gravity; (4) simulate impact on the damaged system at Report 350 TL-3 


conditions. Table 3 shows a possible simulation matrix.   


Table 3.  Simulation matrix for Task 4A-2. 


 


The force-deflection response of the baseline anchor system will be measured directly 


through physical testing.  A standard two-post anchor system will be installed and the force-


deflection response measured directly due to a displacement-time history applied to the end of 


the system as illustrated in Figure 3, either statically (e.g., via a hydraulic ram) and/or 


dynamically (e.g., via a specially designed pendulum test experiment).   


In the finite element analyses, the end-anchor will be modeled as non-linear springs with 


force-displacement properties corresponding to those computed (or measured) as described in the 


previous paragraph. The incremental reduction in strength will be achieved by simply scaling the 


force-deflection response from the baseline conditions, or from specific force-deflection 


response measured in Task 4B. 


Baseline Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Lower BoundAnalysis Impact Conditions


End Anchor Stiffness / Strength


Low Speed Conditions


Test Level 3 Conditions
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Figure 3.   Example – finite element model for computing force-deflection response of 


the standard two-post guardrail anchor system.[Plaxico03] 


The associated costs for this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4A-3.  G4(2W) w/ Rotted or Weakened Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of post strength 


degradation on system performance.  One option would be to contact those states that have 


agreed to field test the Guide, as well as others, and ask them to send us damaged posts from 


repair sites for use in the study. Due to time constraints, however, it may prove challenging to 


obtain a sufficient quantity of posts to cover to necessary range of strength degradations.  


There is no particular standard at this time for quantifying the degree of rot or deterioration in 


a guardrail post.  One approach would be to replace any posts with visible deterioration under the 


assumption that if rot is visible there is probably also a great deal of non-visible rot; especially 


below the groundline.  The power industry, however, experiences similar problems with wooden 


utility poles.  Like guardrail posts, utility poles remain in service for many years and can 


sometimes rot and deteriorate, often below ground.  There are some destructive test techniques 


that involve drilling multiple large (e.g., ¾”) holes in the pole and probing the interior but this 


would too greatly compromise the strength of the post.  Recently a new type of device has been 


developed (e.g., the Resistogrph manufactured by IML is an example) that measures the torque 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup 1,000.00$    


Labor 100.00$     8 800.00$        


Travel 500.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     8 800.00$        


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 9,100.00$    
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of a 1/16” diameter drill bit as it is inserted into the wood.  The torque is measured as a function 


of length along the drill bit so any interior rot, voids or areas of low density are reflected in the 


torque measurement.  The results are compared to a baseline reading on healthy wood and if the 


results diverge by too much the pole is considered for replacement.  The hole can be drilled at a 


45 degree angle to obtain an indication of the subsurface condition of the post as well.  A sample 


of rotted or degraded posts can be obtained and the cross section evaluated with a Resistograph.  


The same post would then be subjected to a pendulum test so that the relationship between the 


degradation measurement and the post strength could be established. 


The basic research approach will be to use pendulum tests to measure strength degradation as 


a function of post damage; then use FEA to quantify the effects of the various degrees of post 


strength on system performance.  The reduction in post strength will be included in the model by 


modifying the material properties such that they are calibrated to each pendulum test case. An 


alternative option would be to simply use FEA to quantify the effects of various degrees of post 


strength on system performance. In other words, the analysis results may show that if two or 


more adjacent posts have lost 60% of their strength then the repair priority is “X”.  The results of 


this effort would be presented in such a way that when post strength is measured (or otherwise 


determined) in the field, the strength values could be compared directly to the damage 


assessment criteria to determine repair priority.  


The associated costs for this task are shown below based on simulation only: 


 


Task 4A-4.  G4(2W) w/ Rail Deflection and Rail-Post Connection/Separation 


The purpose of this task is to develop assessment criteria for the combination damage modes 


involving crash-induced rail deflection and rail-post connection/separation.  The crash-induced 


damage may include various other non-critical damage modes such as rail flattening, slight 


anchor movement, slipping of post-bolt in the rail slot, etc. If additional critical damage modes 


are introduced during the low-speed impact, then they may be adjusted prior to analysis of the 


secondary high-speed impact case, or at a minimum they will be documented as additional 


damage modes in the evaluation report. 


Pendulum testing will be used to quantify the maximum amount of rail deflection at which a 


properly functioning rail-post connection should separate. The results of the pendulum tests will 


also be used to verify that the finite element model of the connection provides accurate response. 


A tentative matrix of pendulum tests is shown in Table 4. 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup 4,000.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     80 8,000.00$    


Total 19,900.00$  
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Table 4.   Tentative matrix of pendulum tests for determining typical rail deflections 


for which rail-post detachment should occur relative to six connection 


strengths. 


 


Finite element analysis will then be used to simulate full-scale impacts to evaluate the 


performance of the guardrail with various initial rail deflections and rail-post connection 


strengths. This procedure was discussed in some detail in the Prioritization chapter of the interim 


report and will not be repeated here. However, the basic methodology will be to use the finite 


element model validated in Task 4(a) to (1) simulate impact of the guardrail at a low velocity; (2) 


save all nodal deformations and residual stresses in the barrier components; (3) re-initialize the 


guardrail under gravity; and (4) simulate impact on the damaged system at Report 350 TL-3 


conditions. The tentative matrix of analyses is shown in Table 5. 


Mass Speed


1 TBD TBD


2 TBD TBD


3 TBD TBD


4 TBD TBD


5 TBD TBD


6 TBD TBD


Impact Conditions


Test No.
Impact Location and Test Description


upstream side of post at non-splice connection with bolt-head at 


downstream corner of slot


upstream side of post at non-splice connection with bolt-head at 


upstream corner of slot


upstream side of post at splice connection with bolt-head at 


center of slot


upstream side of post at splice connection with bolt-head at 


downstream corner of slot


upstream side of post at splice connection with bolt-head at 


upstream corner of slot


upstream side of post at non-splice connection with bolt-head at 


center of slot
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Table 5.   Tentative matrix of analyses for evaluating combination modes post-rail 


deflection and rail-post connection. 


 


The associated costs for this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4A-5.  G4(2W) w/ Splice Damage 


The purpose of this task is to supplement the splice damage assessment criteria in Report 656 


by quantifying the effects of splice damage at the downstream splice-bolt holes. Damage 


involving a “cut out” of material around the lower upstream spice bolt was evaluated in Report 


656. The results of full-scale crash tests indicate that a more critical location for splice rupture is 


at the downstream splice bolts. The evaluation for quantifying the reduction in rail capacity as a 


function of splice damage will be achieved through pendulum testing.  


The challenge of this task will be determining how to measure (or otherwise determined) the 


degree of damage, particularly for field assessments. There are some obvious damages such as a 


missing bolt, that would be both easy to assess in the field and also easy to quantify in this study; 


Non-Splice 


Location*


Splice 


Location* Upper Bound


3 inches - Report 656 -


6 inches - Report 656 -


9 inches - Report 656 x‡


11 inches - Report 656 x


14 inches x x x


16 inches x x x**


18 inches x x** -


20 inches x** - -


-    analysis not required


Rail-Deflection


Connection Strength


**  indicates that system performance is unacceptable or that 


      additional damages modes have been introduced


*    bolt head at corner of w-beam slot


‡    Rail would have detached for standard connection strength


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     120 12,000.00$  


Total 26,400.00$  
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however, damage modes for splice connections are usually more complicated, as discussed in the 


interim report, and are more commonly caused by high stress concentrations in the splice 


connection and small tears/cuts in the rail caused by the rail contacting other components with 


relatively sharp edges during impact events.  


Since small tears in the splice bolt holes are likely to be hidden by the bolt head and/or nut, it 


may be reasonable to quantify the degree of damage by such parameters as degree of flattening, 


angle of bend in the splice, measure of separation (if any) between the two rail elements at the 


downstream end of the splice, noticeable indentation/gouging of bolt head into w-beam (e.g., 


rotation of splice bolt), slip of bolt in splice-bolt-hole, as illustrated in Figure 4. These damage 


modes may prove difficult to fabricate in the laboratory; however, the damaged sections of rail 


from previous pendulum tests carried out in this study or collected from the field could be used 


and modified as needed.   It also may be possible to collect damaged guardrail material from the 


field. 


 


Figure 4.  Measurable splice damage modes. 


The costs associated with this task are shown below: 


Bolt rotation
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Task 4A-6.  G4(2W) w/ Soil Eroded Away from Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of soil loss around a post 


on system performance.  Pendulum testing will be used to quantify loss of post-soil strength as a 


function of the depth of soil erosion behind the post.  FEA could then be used to simulate the 


effects of the various degrees of soil erosion on system performance – using the pendulum tests 


to validate the FEA models of the post-soil models. An alternative option may be to simply 


correlate the effects of soil erosion to that of weakened posts in Task 4(e); however, the effective 


force-deflection response for a post with soil eroded away may not be the same as that for rotted 


or damaged posts. For example, a rotted post may have greater stiffness but fail at lower 


deflections, whereas soil erosion would result in lower stiffness and greater deflections of the 


post. 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4A-7.  G4(2W) w/ Split Blockouts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the potential for splice rupture as a function of blockout 


width, where the width is measured at the interface between the block and the w-beam). 


Pendulum tests would be used to carry out this task. 


This task is recommended for Phase III. The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown 


below: 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Travel 1,300.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 12,400.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 17,400.00$  
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Task 4A-8.  G4(2W) w/ Rail Deflection and Rail Flattening 


The purpose of this task is to develop assessment criteria for the combination damage modes 


involving crash-induced rail deflection and rail flattening.  In Report 656, Gabler determined that 


this damage mode leads to vehicle instability when the w-beam rail is 75% or more flattened. He 


also found that the flattened rail in combination with a deflected guardrail increased the 


probability for the vehicle’s tire to mount and climb the rail, which lead to the vehicle vaulting 


over the guardrail. Report 656 thus recommended that “the full effect of combined incline and 


flattening should be examined in more detail.”[Gabler10] 


 


Finite element analysis will be used to The crash-induced damage may include various other 


non-critical damage modes such as rail-post separation, slight anchor movement, slipping of 


post-bolt in the rail slot, etc. If additional critical damage modes are introduced during the low-


speed impact, then they may be adjusted prior to analysis of the secondary high-speed impact 


case, or at a minimum they will be documented as additional damage modes in the evaluation 


report. 


This task is recommended for Phase III. The anticipated costs associated with this task are 


shown below: 


 


Task 4B.  Quantify Anchor Strength in Terms of Anchor Damage Modes 


The purpose of this task is to measure the force-deflection response of a standard end-


terminal subjected to various damage modes. In Task 4A-2 the response of the guardrail system 


was quantified in terms of anchor strength, whereas this task (Task 4B) will quantify anchor 


strength in terms of various anchor damage modes and levels of damage.  Combining the results 


of Task 4A-2 and Task 4B should provide a means of correlating “measureable” damage modes 


directly to a corresponding level of degradation in guardrail performance.     


The research team generally agrees with the assessment criteria and repair guidance in 


Report 656 in that split posts, missing bearing plate, and missing anchor cable should indicate 


high priority for repair.  However, some damage modes should be better quantified, including: 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Travel 1,300.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 12,400.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     100 10,000.00$  


Total 14,000.00$  
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embedment depth of foundation tubes (i.e., stub height); missing or damaged groundline strut; 


slack anchor cable; and rotted/weakened posts.  


The damage assessments will be carried out with physical testing. A standard two-post 


anchor system will be installed with various damage modes and levels of damage. A 


displacement-time history will be applied to the end of the rail, as illustrated in Figure 3, and the 


force-deflection response will be measured.   


Task 4B-1.  End-Terminal with Reduced Embedment Depth 


Physical testing will be used to measure the force-deflection response of a standard two-post 


anchor system with various embedment depths of the anchor post foundation tubes. Stub height, 


which is a quantity that can be directly measured in the field, will be used as a surrogate for 


embedment depth. Table 6 shows the test matrix for this task.   


Table 6.  Test matrix for measuring anchor strength in terms of stub height. 


 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4B-2.  End-Terminal with Missing Groundline Strut 


Physical testing will be used to measure the force-deflection response of a standard two-post 


anchor system with missing groundline strut.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4B-3.  End-Terminal with Slack Anchor Cable 


Physical testing will be used to measure the force-deflection response of a standard two-post 


anchor system with various degrees of slack in the anchor cable. Slack will be measured as 


Baseline 2 inches 4 inches 6 inches 8 inches


x x x x x


Stub Height


Force-Deflection Response


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Travel 1,300.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 12,400.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     8 800.00$        


Travel 500.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     8 800.00$        


Total 7,600.00$    
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maximum range of deflection at the center of the cable length when pushed down and pulled up 


by hand.  Table 7 shows the test matrix for this task.   


Table 7.  Test matrix for measuring anchor strength in terms of anchor cable slack 


 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4B-4. End-Terminal with Rotted/Weakened Posts 


Physical testing will be used to measure the force-deflection response of a standard two-post 


anchor system with various degrees of rot or otherwise weakened post. The post degradation will 


be measured using the Resistogrph manufactured by IML, which was discussed in Task 4A-3.  


Table 8 shows the test matrix for this task.   


Table 8.  Test matrix for measuring anchor strength in terms of post degradation 


 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4C.  G4(1S) Steel-Strong-Post Guardrail 


It is expected that many of the damage mode assessments for the G4(2W) system carried out 


in Task 4A will be directly applicable to the G4(1S); so, from the damage mode evaluations for 


the G4(1S) guardrail reported in Report 656 and the additional damage modes evaluated in this 


study for the G4(2W), the research team should be able to develop a comprehensive set of 


Baseline 1 inches 3 inches 5 inches 7 inches


x x x x x


Cable Slack


Force-Deflection Response


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     32 3,200.00$    


Travel 1,100.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 11,400.00$  


Baseline Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5


x x x x x


Post Degredation Reading


Force-Deflection Response


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     32 3,200.00$    


Travel 1,100.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 11,400.00$  
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damage evaluation and repair guidelines for this system.  However, as discussed in the interim 


report, some additional evaluations may be warranted for the G4(1S).  


In particular, it is assumed that the effects of anchor damage for the G4(1S) will be similar to 


that for the G4(2W), but a select number of anchor damage cases should be assessed for the 


G4(1S) to verify this assumption. If so, then the damage assessment and repair criteria for the 


G4(2W) can be applied directly to the G4(1S) system.  


It is also assumed that the effects of the combination mode of rail/post deflection and rail-


post separation will be similar for both systems. Thus, if the results from Task 4A-4 show 


contradictory information from that provided in Report 656, then additional analyses should be 


conducted for the G4(1S) to resolve the discrepancies or to confirm the differences.  For 


example, as discussed in more detail in the interim report, the failure of the guardrail to contain 


the vehicle in test C08C3-027 could not be decisively attributed to the initial deflection of the 


post and rail. Recall from the earlier discussion that the FEA model used a standard two-post 


anchor, and the full-scale test used an obsolete single-post anchor. We agree with the Report 656 


conclusion that the override was caused by the undetached rail-post connection, but it was not 


clear how, or if, the deflected post and rail contributed to the failure.  


Task 4C-1.  Simulate Tests C08C3-027 to Reevaluate Cause of Test Failure  


The purpose of this task is to resolve the discrepancies or confirm the differences in results 


between the results obtained in Task 4A-4 and those in Report 656 (e.g., verify the research 


team’s hypothesis that the weak anchor was the cause of failed test C08C3-027.2 in Report 656).  


Model Development 


The finite element model used in Report 656 will be modified where appropriate such that 


the model correctly corresponds to the guardrail that was tested in test C08C3-027. The model 


will be critically assessed to identify any needed improvements based on its intended application 


in this study, and additional model development will only be conducted where necessary. For 


example geometric refinement, mesh refinement, or improved material characterization may be 


necessary for certain components in critical regions of the model to attain more fidelity. Also, the 


end-terminal model used in Report 656 will need to be modified to correspond to the end-


terminals used in the full-scale tests C08C3-027 (i.e., the actual end-terminals in the full-scale 


test used a single-post anchor system; whereas the finite element model included the standard 


two-post anchor system).   


   As was done in Report 656, the finite element model will be used to simulate the crash test 


conditions of tests C08C3-027.1 in order to induce damage to the guardrail model. The model 


will incorporate as much of the actual test article conditions as possible, including complete 


length of the system with end-terminals, actual position of bolt-heads in the w-beam slots at each 


post (from MGA pre-test photos). The impact conditions of the full-scale test will be applied to 


the model where the 4,632-lb pickup strikes the rail at 30 mph and 26 degrees. The results will 


be compared to the full-scale crash test to verify accuracy of the model regarding damage to the 


guardrail and kinematic response of the vehicle.  The damaged guardrail model, including 


residual stresses and strains in all the guardrail components, will then be used to simulate crash 


test C08C3-027.2 where a 4,632-lb pickup strikes the damaged rail at 62.1 mph and 25.5 


degrees.  The results will again be compared to the full-scale test to verify model accuracy using 
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the procedures outlined in NCHRP Web-Only Document 179 (Procedures for Verification and 


Validation of Computer Simulations Used for Roadside Safety Applications).[Ray10] If the 


model passes the W179 validation criteria then: 


 The results in Report 656 regarding results for the unmodified rail-post connections 


(i.e., Report 656 analysis series 1) up to 14 inches of rail deflection can be 


considered a valid assessment of guardrail response for guardrails with standard 


undamaged two-post-anchor systems and  


 The results from Task 4A-4 should supersede those from Report 656 for damage 


modes involving rail-deflections greater than 14 inches. 


The associated costs for this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4C-2.  System G4(1S) w/ Anchor Damage  


The research team suggests that the results of Task 4A-2 for the G4(2W) are directly 


applicable the G4(1S); however, select anchor strength cases from Task 4A-4 should be 


evaluated for the G4(1S) to confirm this.  The same approach used in Task 4A-4 will be used 


here, except that only one or two analyses may be needed to verify that the two systems have 


similar response to anchor damage.  The finite element model of the G4(1S) developed in Report 


656 will be used in this task. 


This task is recommended for Phase III. The associated costs for this task are shown below: 


  


Phase III 


Task 4D.  Modified G2 Weak Steel Post Guardrail 


The damage evaluations for the G2 weak post guardrail will be limited to the modified G2 


system. The standard G2 does not meet TL-3 requirements for Report 350 or MASH conditions. 


In order to quantify degradation of system performance, the performance limit of the undamaged 


system would need to first be established.  


Task 4D-1.  Modified G2 Model Validation – Simulate Test 473750-3 and/or Test 476461-1-7  


The purpose of this task is to develop and validate the finite element model of the Modified 


G2 guardrail for subsequent analyses in Task 4D.  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     80 8,000.00$    


Total 10,400.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 6,000.00$    
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Model Development 


The finite element model developed in an earlier study by members of the research team will 


be critically assessed to identify any needed improvements based on its intended application in 


this study.[Engstrand00]   


Model Validation 


Crash test 473750-3 (Report 350 TL-3 test) should be simulated to verify that the model 


revisions were appropriately made and that the improved model is still valid.[Buth00f]  If 


necessary, the model could be further validated by simulating the impact conditions of test 


476461-1-7 (i.e., MASH TL-3 test) to ensure that the model provides accurate response. 


[Bullard10]   


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4D-2.  Modified G2 w/ Post and Rail Deflection 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of crash induced guardrail 


deflection on guardrail performance.  The approach used in Report 656 to study deflection 


damage of the G4(1S) will be adopted here. The evaluation will involve the use of FE analysis.  


Low severity crash events will be simulated (e.g., low-speed low angle) to impose realistic 


damage modes onto the system, including the associated residual stresses in the system 


components.  Then, a high-severity impact on the damaged section of guardrail will be simulated 


using Report 350 and/or MASH criteria.   


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4D-3.  Modified G2 w/ Anchor Damage 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of anchor strength on 


guardrail performance.  Once the effect of anchor strength on guardrail performance is 


quantified, the various damage modes of an end-terminal can then be defined simply in terms of 


their effects on anchor strength (see Task 4B). The evaluations will be carried out using FE 


analysis. Information regarding anchor strength will be adopted from Tasks 4A-2 and Task 4B. 


Refer to Task 4A-2 for more discussion on research approach.   


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Total 12,000.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     100 10,000.00$  


Total 12,000.00$  
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Task 4D-4.  Modified G2 w/ Soil Eroded Away from Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of soil erosion around the 


guardrail posts on guardrail performance. The posts of the G2 guardrail are intended to bend at 


the groundline during impact events. If the posts are not sufficiently confined by the soil, then 


the posts may tend to “pull-out” of the soil during impact which could cause the connection of 


the rail-to-post to not release properly.  


Pendulum testing will be used to quantify loss of post-soil strength as a function of the depth 


of soil erosion behind the post.  Finite element analysis would then be used to simulate the 


effects of the various degrees of soil erosion on system performance – using the pendulum tests 


to validate the FEA models of the post-soil models. 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4D-5. Modified G2 w/ Splice Damage 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the reduction in rail capacity (i.e., potential for splice 


rupture) as a function of various levels of splice damage. This task will be carried out using 


pendulum testing. Damaged splice Methods for quantifying the level of splice damage may be 


adopted from Task 4A-5; however, the damage modes to the splice in the weak post system may 


differ from those in the G4(2W), since the splice is located at the midspan for the G2. The 


damaged sections of rail from previous pendulum tests carried out in this study or collected from 


the field will be used and modified as needed.   We also hope to collect damaged guardrail 


material from the field. 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 6,000.00$    


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 16,400.00$  
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Task 4D-6. Modified G2 w/ Horizontal Tear in W-Beam Rail  


The purpose of this task is to evaluate the effects of various lengths of horizontal rail tears on 


the capacity of the rail. This damage mode was quantified for the G4(1S) in Report 656 and is 


thus considered to be of lower priority for this study; however, it is uncertain if this type of 


damage will have the same effects for the weak-post system.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4D-7. Modified G2 w/ Hole in W-Beam Rail  


The purpose of this task is to evaluate the effects of various diameters and locations of holes 


in the rail element on the capacity of the rail. This damage mode was quantified for the G4(1S) 


in Report 656 and is thus considered to be of lower priority for this study; however, it is 


uncertain if this type of damage will have the same effects for the weak-post system.  


The associated costs for this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4D-8. Modified G2 w/ Missing Backup Plate  


This is actually a multi-damage mode case since a missing backup plate also implies that the 


connection of the rail to the post is also detached.  This damage mode was shown to result in rail 


rupture during the development of the modified G2 system and is therefore considered to be low 


priority for this study. [Engstrand00] It may be of interest, however, to quantify the level of 


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Travel 1,050.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 11,150.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 10,400.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Total 10,400.00$  
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performance degradation due to this damage mode. For example, would the system still safely 


contain and redirect vehicle impacting at TL-2 conditions.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4E.  G9 Thrie-Beam Guardrail with Wood Blockouts 


Task 4E-1.  G9 Model Validation – Simulate Test 476460-1-8  


The purpose of this task is to develop and validate the finite element model of the G9 


guardrail with wood blockouts for subsequent analyses in Task 4E.  


Model Development 


The finite element model developed in an earlier study by members of the research team will 


be critically assessed to identify any needed improvements based on its intended application in 


this study.[Plaxico95; Plaxico97]   


Model Validation 


Crash test 476460-1-8 (MASH TL-3 test) should be simulated to verify that the model 


revisions were appropriately made and that the improved model is still valid.[Bullard10]     


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


 


Task 4E-2.  G9 w/ Anchor Damage 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of anchor strength on 


guardrail performance.  Once the effect of anchor strength on guardrail performance is 


quantified, the various damage modes of an end-terminal can then be defined simply in terms of 


their effects on anchor strength (see Task 4B). The evaluations will be carried out using FE 


analysis. Information regarding anchor strength will be adopted from Tasks 4A-2 and Task 4B. 


Refer to Task 4A-2 for more discussion on research approach.   


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            1,000.00$    


Labor 100.00$     8 800.00$        


Travel 500.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     8 800.00$        


Total 3,100.00$    


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Total 12,000.00$  
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Task 4E-3.  G9 w/ Rail Deflection and Rail-Post Connection/Separation 


The purpose of this task is to develop assessment criteria for the combination damage modes 


involving crash-induced rail deflection and rail-post connection/separation.  The crash-induced 


damage may include various other non-critical damage modes such as rail flattening, slight 


anchor movement, slipping of post-bolt in the rail slot, etc. If additional critical damage modes 


are introduced during the low-speed impact, then they may be adjusted prior to analysis of the 


secondary high-speed impact case, or at a minimum they will be documented as additional 


damage modes in the evaluation report. Proper release of the rail from post may be more critical 


for the G9 system since there are two connections at each post location. In particular, it is 


expected that proper release of the top connection will be critical to guardrail performance.  


The research methodology for this task will be the same as that defined for the G4(2W) in 


Task 4A-4. Pendulum testing will be used to quantify the maximum amount of rail deflection at 


which a properly functioning rail-post connection should separate. The results of the pendulum 


tests will also be used to verify that the finite element model of the connection provides accurate 


response. Finite element analysis will then be used to simulate full-scale impacts to evaluate the 


performance of the guardrail with various initial rail deflections and rail-post connection 


strengths.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4E-4. G9 w/ Rail Deflection and Rail Flattening 


The purpose of this task is to develop assessment criteria for the combination damage modes 


involving crash-induced rail deflection and rail flattening.  When the rail flattens, the cross-


section of the rail will expand and extend closer to the ground. This increases the potential for 


the tire of the vehicle to mount and vault the rail. The potential for vaulting is further exacerbated 


when the system is deflected.[Gabler10]  


 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 6,000.00$    


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     100 10,000.00$  


Total 24,400.00$  
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Finite element analysis will be used to conduct low severity crashes to induce realistic 


damage to the rail element. Then, a high-severity impact on the damaged section of guardrail 


will be simulated using Report 350 and/or MASH criteria.  The crash-induced damage may 


include various other non-critical damage modes such as rail-post separation, slight anchor 


movement, slipping of post-bolt in the rail slot, etc. If additional critical damage modes are 


introduced during the low-speed impact, then they may be adjusted prior to analysis of the 


secondary high-speed impact case, or at a minimum they will be documented as additional 


damage modes in the evaluation report. 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4E-5.  G9 w/ Soil Eroded Away from Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of soil loss around a post 


on system performance.  Pendulum testing will be used to quantify loss of post-soil strength as a 


function of the depth of soil erosion behind the post.  Finite element analysis will then be used to 


simulate the effects of the various degrees of soil erosion on system performance – using the 


pendulum tests to validate the FEA models of the post-soil models.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4E-6.  G9 w/ Twisted Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of “twist” of the guardrail 


posts on system performance. A twisted can affect system performance in two ways: (1) decrease 


the lateral resistance of the post and (2) increase potential for rail tearing by exposing the rail 


element to the edges of the wide-flange post. Examples of twisted posts are shown in Figure 5. It 


may be obvious (without quantitative measurements) that the section of rail where the posts are 


twisted at 90 degrees is a high priority repair situation. What is not obvious is how far up- and 


down-stream from the crash section should be considered for repair. As illustrated in the crash 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     100 10,000.00$  


Total 14,000.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 16,400.00$  
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test photo, at least one post (and possibly several more) up-stream of the impact zone have 


noticeable twist.   


 


Figure 5. Examples of a twisted post in the G9 guardrail system.[Bullard10] 


 Steel wide-flange posts, unlike rectangular wooden posts, tend to twist and bend during 


impacts, as opposed to fracturing. As such, “twisted posts” are an inherent part of the damage 


mode of a deflected system and may be adequately addressed in Task 4E-3 and 4E-4. However, 


if the twisted post damage mode is included in this study, the most effective analysis method 


would be finite element analysis. 


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4E-7. G9 w/ Rotted or Weakened Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of post strength 


degradation on system performance. The amount of strength degradation as a function of rot or 


deterioration will be adopted directly from Task 4A-3.   Finite element analysis will be used to 


quantify the effects of the various degrees of post strength on system performance.  Refer to 


Task 4A-3 for additional information regarding research approach.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 7,000.00$    


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 7,000.00$    
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Task 4F. MGS Guardrail 


Task 4E-1.  MGS Model Validation – Simulate Test 2214MG-2  


The purpose of this task is to develop and validate the finite element model of the MGS 


guardrail for subsequent analyses in Task 4F.  


Model Development 


The finite element model of the MGS will be developed utilizing component models 


developed in earlier tasks. The overall design of the MGS is different than the G4(1S) (e.g., rail 


height, blockout depth, splice location, w-beam post-bolt slot, etc.) but the components are the 


same   


Model Validation 


Crash test 2214MG-2 (MASH TL-3 test) will be simulated.[Polivka06d] The analysis results 


will be compared to the full-scale test results using the validation procedures defined in NCHRP 


Web Document 179 to verify accuracy of the model.[Ray10]     


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4F-2.  MGS w/ Rail Deflection and Rail-Post Connection/Separation 


The purpose of this task is to develop assessment criteria for the combination damage modes 


involving crash-induced rail deflection and rail-post connection/separation.  The crash-induced 


damage may include various other non-critical damage modes such as rail flattening, slight 


anchor movement, slipping of post-bolt in the rail slot, etc. If additional critical damage modes 


are introduced during the low-speed impact, then they may be adjusted prior to analysis of the 


secondary high-speed impact case, or at a minimum they will be documented as additional 


damage modes in the evaluation report. Proper release of the rail from post for the MGS may not 


be as critical for the MGS system since the rail height is taller and the blockout depth is greater.  


The research methodology for this task will be the same as that defined for the G4(2W) in 


Task 4A-4. Pendulum testing will be used to quantify the maximum amount of rail deflection at 


which a properly functioning rail-post connection should separate. The results of the pendulum 


tests will also be used to verify that the finite element model of the connection provides accurate 


response. Finite element analysis will then be used to simulate full-scale impacts to evaluate the 


performance of the guardrail with various initial rail deflections and rail-post connection 


strengths.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     60 6,000.00$    


Total 12,000.00$  
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Task 4F-3.  MGS w/ Anchor Damage 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of anchor strength on 


guardrail performance.  Once the effect of anchor strength on guardrail performance is 


quantified, the various damage modes of an end-terminal can then be defined simply in terms of 


their effects on anchor strength (see Task 4B). The evaluations will be carried out using FE 


analysis. Information regarding anchor strength will be adopted from Tasks 4A-2 and Task 4B. 


Refer to Task 4A-2 for more discussion on research approach.   


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4F-4.  MGS w/ Soil Eroded Away from Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of soil loss around a post 


on system performance.  Results from the pendulum tests in Tasks 4A-6 and 4E-5 will be used to 


calibrate the soil model for use in the finite element analyses. Finite element analysis will then be 


used to simulate the effects of the various degrees of soil erosion on system performance – using 


the pendulum tests to validate the FEA models of the post-soil models.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4F-5. MGS w/ Rail Deflection and Rail Flattening 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Pendulum Testing


Materials and Test Setup -$            5,500.00$    


Labor 100.00$     24 2,400.00$    


Travel 900.00$        


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     16 1,600.00$    


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     100 10,000.00$  


Total 24,400.00$  


Task 4F-3.  MGS w/ Anchor Damage


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 6,000.00$    


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     20 2,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 6,000.00$    
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The purpose of this task is to develop assessment criteria for the combination damage modes 


involving crash-induced rail deflection and rail flattening.  When the rail flattens, the cross-


section of the rail will expand and extend closer to the ground. This increases the potential for 


the tire of the vehicle to mount and vault the rail. The potential for vaulting is further exacerbated 


when the system is deflected.[Gabler10] It is anticipated that the MGS will have less sensitivity 


to rail flattening compared to the G4(1S) system, since the flattened rail will not extend as close 


to the ground in the MGS due to its additional height. 


 


Finite element analysis will be used to conduct low severity crashes to induce realistic 


damage to the rail element. Then, a high-severity impact on the damaged section of guardrail 


will be simulated using MASH criteria.   


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4F-6.  MGS w/ Twisted Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of “twist” of the guardrail 


posts on system performance. Refer to Task 4E-6 for further discussion and summary of research 


approach. 


 The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Task 4F-7. MGS w/ Rotted or Weakened Posts 


The purpose of this task is to quantify the effects of various levels of post strength 


degradation on system performance. The amount of strength degradation as a function of rot or 


deterioration will be adopted directly from Task 4A-3.   Finite element analysis will be used to 


quantify the effects of the various degrees of post strength on system performance.  Refer to 


Task 4A-3 for additional information regarding research approach.  


The anticipated costs associated with this task are shown below: 


 


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     100 10,000.00$  


Total 14,000.00$  


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 7,000.00$    


Unit Cost Quantity Sub Total


Crash Simulations


Model Development 100.00$     30 3,000.00$    


Analysis and Reporting 100.00$     40 4,000.00$    


Total 7,000.00$    
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Task 5.  Prepare Draft Field Guide Materials 


Chapter 16 of Report 656 will serve as the starting point for the draft field guide.  The 


research team anticipates retaining the basic format of Chapter 16 and adding additional 


materials incrementally as discussed in Task 4 that deal with newly investigated failure modes, 


guardrail systems and combined failure modes.   


There are two ways in which the draft field guide could be developed.  The more typical way 


would be to wait until Task 4 is complete, prepare the draft guide in this task and then distribute 


it and test it in Task 6.  The problem with this method is that the proposed schedule for Phase II 


is only 20 months long.  Assembly, delivery and approval of the final report (Task 8) will require 


four months at the end of the project so there are really only 16 months available to do the 


physical testing and simulations in Task 4, develop the field guide (Task 5) and field test it.  Task 


4 would probably require at least 12 months especially since it involves physical testing which 


often is affected by weather, material delays and test scheduling.  The Task 6 field test, therefore, 


would have to be very short if the team waits until all the results are available to fit into the 


schedule. 


The other method would be to distribute a preliminary field guide early in Phase II and 


continuously update it as new materials become available.  This is easily accomplished using the 


internet and email.  For example, when new results are ready to be distributed to the field testers, 


the manual can be updated and an email sent notifying participants that new material is available 


for download from the project website.  This would allow the team to collect feedback from field 


practitioners for a year or more while the work is progressing rather than waiting until the end.  


The other advantage of this method is that if something comes up during the field testing (i.e., a 


heretofore unaddressed damage mode, or a combination of damage modes, etc.) there will still be 


time to do some testing or analysis work to address the problem.  While either method has its 


strengths and weaknesses, the project schedule represents the continuous field test method. 


Another idea that can be explored is to develop an interactive computer program, either web-


based, housed on a user’s computer or even as a cell phone app (i.e., Android devices already 


have similar field data collection apps) that guides the maintenance personnel through the 


assessment process.  This would be, in essence, an on-line field guide.  For example, the program 


might ask the user to check all the damage modes that are exhibited by a particular system.  


Based on the damage modes identified, the program would then ask context sensitive questions.  


For example, if the maintenance user indicates that the guardrail is laterally deflected, the 


program might then ask how much the deflection is in inches and if the rail is still connected to 


the posts.  The program could then execute a rating scheme that quantifies the expected 


performance of the system.   


Task 6.  Field-Test Draft Field Guide Materials  


Field-test and fine-tune the field guide material developed under this project with maintenance 


personnel from at least one state DOT approved by the panel. 


Once the draft field guide has been developed in Task 5 it will be field tested to make sure 


that it is presented in a way that is useful and informative for maintenance engineers and 


supervisors in the DOTs.  As discussed earlier, the team would like to incrementally develop the 
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field guide so that new material can be added as it is developed and comments or analysis 


suggestions from the field could be implemented and addressed in the field guide.  The team will 


contact and select, with the panel’s approval, three to five States where the field testing will be 


conducted.  The team has already contacted four States – Maine, Massachusetts, Iowa and 


Washington – that are willing to participate in the field testing. 


Maintenance supervisors and district maintenance engineers will be identified in three to five 


States.  Depending on the logistics, the field test might be State-wide or may be limited to all the 


maintenance garages in a few maintenance districts in the State.  The field guide will be provided 


to all the maintenance engineers and maintenance supervisors in the selected districts.  The 


instructions to the maintenance personnel will ask them to use the guide in assessing all guardrail 


damage that they investigate for a four to six month period.   


The research team would like to run the field-test for as long as possible in the project in 


order to get as much useful feedback from the field engineers as possible.  For this reason, this 


task would start just after the interim report meeting.  Of course, none of the additions and 


extensions will have been made to the Guide at this point since Task 4 will just be starting.  What 


we proposed to do is first issue Chapter 16 from Report 656 to the field personnel involved in the 


field survey and then update the guide at several points during Phase II.   


The research team will set up a survey-style form on surveymonkey.com (the same survey 


website used in Task 2) where the maintenance personnel can fill out a feedback survey which 


asks specific questions about each particular guardrail repair assessment (i.e., there would be one 


feedback sheet per guardrail assessed during the field-test period).  The feedback survey would: 


 Document the types of damage evident at the scene (i.e., check boxes), 


 Was it easy to categorize the damage with the scheme in the guide, 


 Was there damage that was not covered by the guide?  If so indicate what the damage 


was and if possible take a picture of the damage, 


 What was the resulting priority for repair? High, medium or low? 


 Indicate any areas where the guide was confusing or unclear. 


Each time a guardrail site assessment is performed in the field, a feedback survey will be 


filled out on surveymonkey.  This will allow the team to keep up-to-date about the use and 


results of the field test as it is progressing since surveymonkey results can be checked 


continuously.  This will allow the research team to (1) check with the field-test sites if there 


appears to be no activity, (2) make some revisions to the guide and re-distribute it in mid-field 


test if something comes up during the field test that was not adequately covered in the draft guide 


and (3) resolve any confusion about either the assessment process or the guide as soon as it 


comes up instead of waiting until the end of the field test. 


These results will be very interesting and useful in several ways.  First and foremost, the field 


test survey will provide documentation that the field guide was found to be useful and effective 


by actual maintenance personnel.  Second, it will help to uncover any previously unaddressed 


damage modes early enough in the research project to address them.  Third, it will provide 


insight into which damage modes are actually the most commonly observed in the field since 


every assessment of a guardrail for possible repair will be entered by the field testers.  
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Task 7.  Assemble Field Guide  


If the continuous distribution method of developing and field-testing the field guide 


discussed above in Tasks 5 and 6 is used, the final assembly of the completed field guide will be 


quite straight-forward.  Comments or suggestions from the field reviewers will be added 


immediately and the revised field guide re-distributed.  This will allow the original reviewers to 


determine if the research team’s changes did in fact, improve the guide as expected.  If technical 


issues are identified such as unanticipated damage modes or damage mode combinations, the 


research team can program these activities into the already running Task 4 and develop 


recommendations that can then be redistributed in the field guide.   


At the end of the field test period, the guide will be finalized as a stand-alone document that 


can be distributed to field personnel. 


Task 8.  Final Report 


A final report will be prepared that assembles and documents all the research produced in 


this effort.  The report will contain all the contents of the literature and survey included in the 


Interim Report and a discussion of the analyses and results developed.  The report will also 


contain a description of the field testing and the results.  The actual final field guide will be 


included as either a chapter or a stand-alone appendix to the final report.  Also contained in this 


report will be a summary of future research needs, which may include assessment of additional 


damage modes, assessment of additional barrier types, further validation of assessment criteria, 


and/or any other research needs identified at the conclusion of the study. 
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PROJECT BUDGET 
The total project budget for Phase II is shown below in Figure 6.  Each task and subtask 


described earlier in the work plan included a budget for that task or subtask.  Phase III involves 


evaluation of damage modes for additional guardrail systems to be completed in future work. 


The estimated total budget for Phase III is shown in Figure 7. Table 9 shows a more detailed 


budget breakdown for the proposed Phase II and III including all the subtasks discussed above 


and an estimate of the resources needed to address each task and subtask.  The research team 


feels that the plans discussed in this work plan are quite ambitious for the funding and schedule 


available in the original proposal but we are also confident that a comprehensive Damage 


Assessment Field Guide for the G4(1S), G4(2W) and the generic end-terminal can be developed 


within the schedule and budget available. 


The research team is suggesting that the panel request an additional $300,000 and an 


additional 12 months to perform work designated as Phase III in the above work plan. If the 


continuation request were granted by SCOR the total project budget would be $600,000 and the 


revised end-date would be September 2015. 
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Figure 6.  Project Budget for Phase II. 


 


Figure 7.  Project Budget for Phase III. 


 


Salaries and Wages


Monthly Total Total


Name Role Salary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Months Amount Total


Malcolm H. Ray Principal Investigator 11,000$  0.50 0.10 0.25 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.50 3.10 34,099$      


Chuck A. Plaxico Investigator 11,000$  0.54 0.16 0.28 3.00 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.50 6.06 66,714$      


Christine E. Conron Investigator 11,000$  0.40 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.20 0.20 2.20 24,206$      


T. Olaf Johnson Investigator 4,700$   1.05 1.50 0.10 1.20 0.25 0.50 0.10 0.20 4.90 23,026$      


Sub-total -- Salaries and Wages 20,675 12,092 8,451 49,723 13,238 16,056 13,670 14,140 16.26 148,045$    


Fringe Benefits 23% Salaries 4,755     2,781     1,944     11,436    3,045     3,693     3,144     3,252     34,050$      


Other Direct Costs


Travel 2,500 14,050 16,550       


Testing Materials/Supplies 49,089 49,089       


Postage/Freight/Materials/Supplies 100 50 50 200            


Sub-total -- Other Direct Costs 65,839        


Total Direct Cost (TDC) 25,430 14,874 12,995 124,297 16,283 19,749 16,864 17,442 247,934      


Modified Total Direct Cost (MTDC) 25,430 14,874 12,995 124,297 16,283 19,749 16,864 17,442 247,934      


Indirect Cost 18% TDC 4577 2677 2339 22373 2931 3555 3036 3140 44,628        


Fixed Fee 3% TDC 763 446 390 3729 488 592 506 523 7,438         


Total Annual Project Cost by Task 30,770 17,997 15,724 150,400 19,702 23,896 20,406 21,105 300,000$    


Tasks


Salaries and Wages


Monthly Total Total


Name Role Salary 4 6 Months Amount Total


Malcolm H. Ray Principal Investigator 11,000$  3.50 0.30 3.80 41,745$   


Chuck A. Plaxico Investigator 11,000$  7.00 0.40 7.39 81,290$   


Christine E. Conron Investigator 11,000$  1.00 0.50 1.49 16,426$   


T. Olaf Johnson Investigator 4,700$   4.20 0.50 4.70 22,070$   


Sub-total -- Salaries and Wages 146,111 15,420 17.37 161,532$    


Fringe Benefits 23% Salaries 33,606    3,547     37,152$      


Other Direct Costs


Travel 8,250 8,250       


Testing Materials/Supplies 41,000 41,000     


Postage/Freight/Materials/Supplies


Sub-total -- Other Direct Costs 49,250        


Total Direct Cost (TDC) 228,967 18,967 247,934      


Modified Total Direct Cost (MTDC) 228,967 18,967 247,934      


Indirect Cost 18% TDC 41214 3414 44,628        


Fixed Fee 3% TDC 6869 569 7,438         


Total Annual Project Cost by Task 277,050 22,950 300,000$    


Tasks
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Table 9.  Budget breakdown for Phase II and Phase III 


Task   Title 
Cost 


Phase II Phase III 


1   Literature Review & Survey of Practitioners $30,770   


2   Prioritize Damage Modes $15,724   


3   Interim Report $17,997   


4   Evaluate Damage Modes     


  4A: G4(2W) Guardrail     


  


 


4A-1.  Model validation  $12,000   


  


 


4A-2. Anchor damage $9,100   


  


 


4A-3. Rotted posts $19,900   


  


 


4A-4.  Rail/post deflection and rail/post connection $26,400   


  


 


4A-5.  Splice damage $12,400   


  


 


4A-6.  Soil erosion $17,400   


  


 


4A-7.  Split blockouts   $12,400 


    4A-8.  Rail deflection and rail flattening   $14,000 


  4B:  Generic End-Terminal     


  


 


4B-1.  Anchor tube embedment depth $12,400   


  


 


4B-2.  Missing or damaged groundline strut $7,600   


  


 


4B-3.  Slack cable $11,400   


    4B-4.  Rotted posts $11,400   


  4C:  G4(1S) Guardrail     


  


 


4C-1.  Revised simulation of Test C08C3-027 $10,400   


    4C-2.  Anchor damage   $6,000 


  4D:  G2 Guardrail     


  


 


4D-1.  Model validation   $12,000 


  


 


4D-2.  Post and rail deflection   $12,000 


  


 


4D-3.  Anchor damage   $6,000 


  


 


4D-4.  Soil erosion   $16,400 


  


 


4D-5.  Splice damage   $11,150 


  


 


4D-6.  Horizontal rail tear   $10,400 


  


 


4D-7.  Hole in rail   $10,400 


  


 


4D-8.  Missing backup plate   $3,100 


  4E:  G9 Thrie-Beam Guardrail     


  


 


4E-1.  Model validation   $12,000 


  


 


4E-2.  Anchor damage   $6,000 
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4E-3.  Rail/post deflection and rail/post connection   $24,400 


  


 


4E-4.  Rail/post deflection and rail flattening   $14,000 


  


 


4E-5.  Soil erosion   $16,400 


  


 


4E-6.  Twisted posts   $7,000 


  


 


4E-7. Rotted posts   $7,000 


  4F:  MGS Guardrail     


  


 


4F-1.  Model validation   $12,000 


  


 


4F-2.  Rail/post deflection and rail/post connection   $24,400 


  


 


4F-3.  Anchor damage   $6,000 


  


 


4F-4.  Soil erosion   $6,000 


  


 


4F-5.  Rail/post deflection and rail flattening   $14,000 


  


 


4F-6.  Twisted posts   $7,000 


  


 


4F-7.  Rotted posts   $7,000 


5     Prepare Draft Field Guide Materials $19,702   


6     Field-Test the Draft Guide     


  6A:  G4(1S), G4(2W) and End-Terminal Field Guide $23,896   


  6B:  G2, G9 and MGS Field Guide   $22,950 


7     Assemble Field Guide $20,406   


8     Final Report $21,105   


  


  Project Total      $300,000 $300,000 
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PROJECT SCHEDULE 
The project schedule is shown below in Figure 8.  The schedule has been up-dated to reflect 


the actual time used so far in the project and assumes that authorization to proceed to Phase II 


occurs relatively quickly in April, 2013.  The schedule has been modified from what was shown 


in the original project proposal in that Tasks 4, 5 and 6 are pursued in parallel rather than in 


series.  By starting the field testing early in Phase II the field test can progress for longer and 


more time is available for the analysis required in Task 4.  This will, however, require that the 


field guide be updated several times during the field test to incorporate new results from Task 4 


as well as to integrate any comments or issues determined from the field test sites. 


As mentioned in the Project Budget section, if the Phase III continuation request is 


granted by SCOR the revised end-date would be September 2015. 
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Figure 8.  Project Schedule. 


J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S


Task Title 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33


1 Literature Review and Survey


2 Prioritize Damage Modes


3 Interim Report Rev


4 Execute Work Plans


5 Revise Develop Field Guide


6 Field Test Field Guide


7 Finalize Field Guide


8 Final Report Review


Deliverables ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ □ ■


▼ Quarterly Report (Via e-mail, due the first week of the month)


□ Draft Final Report (due at the end of the month shown)


■ Final Report (due at the end of the month shown)


Work Completed


Work Scheduled


Start Date: 1 January 2012


End Date: 30 Sept 2014


2013 20142013
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ATTACHMENT B 


RESPONSES TO PANEL COMMENTS 


CRITERIA FOR RESTORATION OF LONGITUDINAL BARRIERS: Phase II 


NCHRP PROJECT 22-28 


 


8 April 2013 


The following are comments on the Interim Report.  The panel comments are shown in a regular 


face font and the research team’s responses are shown in an italic font. 


Respondent No. 1 


On Page 138 of the Interim Report, first full paragraph, I see that the “Panel” apparently needs to 


take action to approve the release of the LSDYNA models from the Report 656 project to the 


research team for the current project. If this is true, that the 22-28 panel needs to take an action, 


let’s be prepared to do so at the interim meeting. 


 


A picky comment, but on Page 142 under “Posts”, the sentence begins “There are six basic 


damage modes” then the sentence goes on to enumerate five damage modes. Since this language 


tends to migrate from the interim report to the final report, I just wanted to point out the 


discrepancy. 


 


Corrected. Thank you. 


 


I think the proposal to pursue Tasks 4, 5, and 6 in parallel makes good sense.  


 


Other than those, I don’t have any specific comments.  


 


Among general comments, I’d commend the research team on the quality of the interim report. I 


appreciate that they looked at the survey results from the perspective of the “reorganized 


groups”. It would have been be nice if we had many more responses and clearer input from this 


survey effort, but it is what it is. The research team has gleaned what useful guidance they can 


from the survey, and I appreciate their efforts. I appreciate the clarity of the research program 


that has been proposed, especially that the tasks have suggested priorities and cost estimates have 


been provided. The interim report prepares us well to have an effective discussion at the 


upcoming panel meeting. 


 


Thank you. 


Respondent No. 2 


Interim report was thorough and met all project criteria. 
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Thank you. 


Respondent No. 3 


I feel I need to start with very positive comments on the Introduction and Literature Review. 


Together they are an excellent textbook on w-beam guardrail design that I found very helpful in 


consolidating information I have been exposed to over the years I have been dealing with 


roadside safety hardware. 


 


Specific comments follow: 


 


Page 4 - Crash Testing for Federal Aid Eligibility. Thank for your quick adoption of our new 


term "eligibility." However, it is a little to strict to say that roadside barriers MUST meet 


performance standards accepted by FHWA. Technically, the term to use is "should" meet 


performance criteria. Neither the RDG nor MASH have been adopted as FHWA "standards." 


Rather, we consider them "guidance." We certainly hope that the states will require crashworthy 


hardware, and this is, indeed the understanding that many state DOTs have with their FHWA 


Division Offices.  


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


Page 4 - The bottom paragraph equates "ISTEA vehicles" with "SUV." We use the term "light 


trucks" to include pickups, SUVs, vans, and mini vans. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


Page 40 - Modification #1 - Doubled Post Spacing: Is this the same scenario that was tested for 


Washington State and discussed on page 37-38? If so, why did the pickup override the rail tested 


for Washington, yet was redirected in the simulation? 


 


The Washington State guardrail was the wood post G4(2W) and the analysis conducted 


by NCAC was the steel post MGS system. The MGS is 4 inches taller and less susceptible 


to override.  A footnote was included on page 40 to avoid confusion for future readers 


which states:  “Note that this test is similar to the test conducted on the Washington State 


guardrail, but the guardrail in this case was the steel post MGS with double post spacing, 


whereas the Washington State guardrail was the G4(2W) with double post spacing.” 


 


Page 52 - The sentence immediately above "Table 14" reads, "...;and the MGS with blocks 


results in a 111 percent increase in longitudinal OIV compared to the 12-inch block." Should that 


be "... MGS withOUT blocks results..."? 


 


Yes. This has been corrected in the report. 


 


Page 80 - Figure 62 shows a number of respondents were interested in Modified Thrie Beam 


guardrail. I believe you comment later that they may be confusing the "modified" thrie beam 


with the "modified" w-beam (steel post with 14" blockout and steel post with routed wood 
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blockout, respectively.) Which states were these commenters from? Do we know if they use thrie 


or modified thrie beam guardrail? Could they be thinking of thrie beam in GR to BR transitions? 


 


Actually, it was suggested that they may have confused the G9 with wood blockouts or the 


wood post thrie-beam (which are both modifications from the standard G9) with the 


Modified Thrie-Beam, which is a completely different system design. As you mentioned, 


they may also have confused the transition systems that use a thrie-bream rail with either 


the G9 or the modified thrie-beam systems. 


 


Below is a summary of survey responses identifying those that gave ratings of “very 


high” or “high” for the G9 and the modified thrie-beam guardrails. There were 9 of 16 


states that selected the G9 as high or very high, and 4 of 16 that rated the modified as 


high or very high. 


 
Within the US: 


  


States Count 


Strong-post thrie-beam 
guardrail of "High" or 


"Very High” interest 


Modified thrie-beam 
guardrail of "High" or 


"Very High" interest 


NY 4 


  TN 3 


  WA 3 


  IA 2 1 


 NC 2 1 1 


CT 1 


  DE 1 1 1 


FL 1 1 


 LA 1 1 


 MI 1 1 


 MN 1 


  MO 1 1 


 OH 1 1 1 


SC 1 1 1 


UT 1 


  VA 1 


    
 


Page 93 - Just an observation: Figure 78 tells me that the researchers are commenting on the 


damage mode they think is most severe, while maintenance folks are reporting on the modes they 


most commonly see. Gabler showed that any vertical tear was critical, and researchers know that 


horizontal cuts / tears would have relatively little effect on the cross sectional area; and it stands 


to reason that horizontal damage would be more common that a vertical tear. You do note this on 


page 133. 


 


We agree. It is also possible that researchers tend to consider the types of damage that 


most often occur in high-speed crash tests; whereas, maintenance personnel consider the 
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types of damage seen in field installations.  In the field, there are many ways these types 


of damage may occur (such as damage from low-speed impacts, snow plows, etc.). 


 


 


Page 159 - G9 Thrie Beam failed when tested to MASH TL-3. Should this be a consideration 


when ranking the need to address thrie beam damage? Of course thrie beam currently in place 


(and future thrie beam installed under Report 350) still needs to be addressed, but should MASH 


compliance be a weighting factor in our decisions? 


 


Since current field installations of Report 350 systems are not required to be replaced by 


MASH systems when damaged, we consider these systems to have similar weight. A 


better criteria for ranking may be number of miles of installation, which we don’t 


currently know.  


 


Page 166 - Second paragraph states there are no longer any non-proprietary guardrail terminals 


at TL-3, yet I believe I recall you correctly stated that the buried-in-backslope terminal was a non 


- proprietary TL-3 end treatment. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


Page 175 - Second paragraph: "pocking" should be pocketing. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


Respondent No. 4 


On page 52 table 14 and the text that reference it: Is the data in the chart correct? 


 


The data in the chart comes directly from the reference stated.  This was not a published 


report, so we are not sure at this time how accurate the information is. No change has 


been made to the report, but we will follow up with MwRSF to see if this information is 


correct. 


 


Page 180: I believe A6 could be moved up the list, but if then I have no comment. 


Since only one state used the information from phase one, I think we need to focus on a usable 


field guide. 


 


Although the research team considered this a medium priority damage mode, the 


evaluation of soil erosion around guardrail posts has been included in Phase II. 


Respondent No. 5 


No comment. 


Respondent No. 6 


Interim Report Comments 


I was a bit confused regarding the results of Question 12 from the survey (combined damaged 


modes). It appears that the weighted results show only how frequently each individual damage 
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mode appeared in the combinations identified by the respondents – is that correct or am I missing 


something (I don’t have the original survey handy at the moment)? While identifying the most 


frequently identified single modes is useful, it might also be useful to report the most frequently 


identified combinations of damage modes (if that information was in fact collected). 


 


Hopefully this was clarified at the interim meeting. It was actually difficult to process and 


synthesize the survey results regarding combination damage modes directly, because 


many of the respondents listed anywhere from two to seven damage modes in each 


combination case.  It is not feasible to conduct a parametric study of a combination case 


with so many variables. It was stated in the survey question, “KEEP IN MIND that only a 


limited number of damage-combination cases may be included in the current study and 


that cases involving a high number of damage modes may not be feasible.” It may have 


been better if we had allowed a maximum of 3 damage modes for each combination case.  


 


Since we could not come up with a reasonable way to present the results (chart or graph) 


based on the combination modes directly, the alternative approach was taken where the 


survey responses were weighted based on each respondent’s priority, then summed to 


establish overall priority.  This method resulted in an easier way of presenting the data 


while providing the same basic information that was being extracted from the survey 


results directly.  


 


For example, Rail deflection and post deflection where listed together more than 50 


percent of the time in the respondents highest priority case, as reflected in Table 29 with 


the top highest rating score. In addition to these two damage modes one or more of the 


damage modes listed next in the table where included.  


 


We hope this explanation is sufficient. We will revise the report to reflect these 


statements. 


 


For the rotted posts damage mode, the research team indicates the potential use of pendulum 


tests to quantify the loss of post strength as a function of rot or weakness. If these deteriorated 


posts are not easy to come by, how would the team plan to “induce” the damage to the 


pendulum-tested posts? 


 


The research team plans to solicit States to provide these and other damaged guardrail 


components.  We will contact various states, including but not limited to those that have 


volunteered to help with field testing the Guide, to collect damaged guardrail posts and 


other components from guardrail repair sites and provide them to the research team.  


 


While I agree with the proposed additional rail splice damage modes on top of those found in 


Report 656, it seems like it might be difficult to numerically quantify the damage even with 


“degree of flattening,” “angle of bend in the splice,” or the “separation of rail elements at 


downstream end.” I suppose I just see the possibility of having two tests with identical or near-


identical “induced” splice damage based on those measures and a high likelihood of different test 


outcomes. I’m not convinced that there is any better way to do it than the research team suggests, 
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just though that I would raise the issue. I do like the idea of examining post-pendulum test splice 


damage. 


We agree. It is likely that the underlying real damage is probably small tears in the rail 


around the splice blot holes which will likely be hidden by the splice bolts. Before 


conducting the tests we could investigate if these “small tears” are a function of other 


“measureable” damage modes, such as splice-bolt rotation, etc. The issue of relating 


measurable damage to “real” damage will need to be established prior to conducting the 


pendulum tests.   


 


In several instances (primarily when talking about the strong post thrie beam barrier with steel 


blocks and the G2 system), the research team makes assertions about current barriers still in use 


in the field. I am aware of the Mak and McGinnis Synthesis in the 90’s that gathered some 


information on how frequently different types of barriers were installed in the field. I believe 


there was also some effort to collect similar barrier usage information in the NCHRP 22-23 


survey. It might be worth doing a quick literature search to see if there have been any more 


recent efforts on this “guardrail inventory” front to substantiate some of these claims. It may also 


provide some insight on how frequently the MGS system is being used in the field. 


 


The information that we have from the 22-23 study is only what is in Report 656. If we 


can get the guardrail inventory information from the 22-23 report, then we could use that 


to better substantiate the claims. Other than that, we are not aware of any other studies 


that have been conducted since the Ray and McGinnis study 15 or so years ago. We know 


that the G2 is still in the field based on comments from the Panel member from 


Pennsylvania at the interim meeting and personal experience – not so sure about the G9 


with steel blockouts. However, once installed these systems tend to remain in place 


indefinitely until they are struck or roadway work is performed. I think at this point it will 


be better to change the wording in the document to read, “…  these barriers are likely 


still in use in the field” when refering to the G9 with steel blockouts. 


 


In the G2 discussion (page 164), the research team indicates that there are likely no pendulum 


test scenarios that would be appropriate for the system. I agree with this but then Table 39 


identifies pendulum testing as a possible evaluation method for missing backup plate. 


 


The interim report was revised with the following statement: 


“The research team can think of only a single pendulum test scenario for which the 


results could be directly translated into crash performance of the system. That test would 


involve the assessment of a missing backup plate on the potential for rail tear as the w-


beam slides over the top of the post during rail deformation.” 


 


Does the research team plan to use essentially the same pendulum test setup as the NCHRP 22-


23 team? I get this impression from reading the interim report but I didn’t see it explicitly stated 


anywhere. 


 


Yes. Our intention is to use the same pendulum and impact head. The end-anchors used 


in 22-23 will also be used when appropriate. 
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I like the idea of the “continuous development” of the field guide.  


 


It seems that this is the consensus of the panel. We will initiate the development of the 


field guide and continuously update it for our field testers throughout the remainder of 


the project.  


 


Editorial Comments 


1. Page 14 – “T3-11” should be Test 3-11 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


2. Page 32, 3rd paragraph, 1st sentence – comma needed between “systems” and 


“guardrail”? 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


3. Page 15, 37 (and perhaps other locations) – “test level three” is sometimes spelled out 


and sometimes written as “TL-3”. Would just pick one and be consistent throughout. 


 


Corrections made. TL-3 is used in all cases and is defined after the first use of “test level 


3”. Thank you. 


 


4. Page 40 (near bottom). Most of the discussion regarding the Marzougui et al. simulation 


work makes it clear that the work was only simulation (and not crash testing). In the 


description of Modification #3 and #4, there is a sentence or two where it almost reads as 


if the team is referring to full-scale crash tests. Suggest inserting the word “simulation” in 


these sentences. The team was very careful to make this distinction in the rest of the 


discussion – seems prudent to make sure it is consistent throughout. 


 


Corrections made. Thank you. 


 


5. Page 53, middle of page – “inchs” should be “inches” 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


6. Page 57 – missing a “]” after Buth. 


 


Correction made. Thank you.  


 


7. Page 62, 1st paragraph – “observe” should be “observed” 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


8. Page 154, Table 34 – while you do explain the meaning of the different “x” values in the 


preceding text, it may be useful to have a “legend” for the table so that it would be a 


stand-alone entity. Also, I’m guessing that the line through the “twisted post” mode 
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indicates that this particular damage mode is not applicable to wood post systems? Would 


suggest repeating this “legend” for the subsequent tables that are similar. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


9. Page 161, top – reference is made to “section 0” – is this correct? Same issue at the top of 


page 163 


 


The earlier draft used section numbers with the section headings.  These were removed in 


the final version, but it seems that we left a couple of those references in the report. These 


have been removed. 


Respondent No. 7 


It was mentioned in in pg 138 that you would seek approval from the project panel to utilize the 


models and data from NCHRP Report 350, I would recommend that the approval come from 


both the previous (Report 350) and current panels. 


 


Since the time that that statement was written, the research team has acquired at least 


one of the finite element models that were used in Project 22-23.  The PI for 22-23 has 


assured us that the remainder of the models can be provided upon request for use in 22-


28. That statement has been revised.  


 


There is mention on page 146 that you will tests posts at different embedment depth, will you 


also look at different compaction levels? 


 


Based on our discussions at the interim meeting, the soil-erosion tests will be carried out 


with the posts embedded at their design embedment depth, with soil erosion damage 


imposed by directly removing soil from around the posts. This statement has been revised 


in the interim report. 


 


On page 147 for the Rail-Only Deflection you mention that in very low speed impacts you might 


see cases where there will be rail deflection with little to no post deflections, and although the 


post might not deflect it might in fact twist. Have you considered that scenario? 


 


That is a good point; however, post twisting is not as common in wood post systems as it 


in steel post guardrail systems.  We revised the report with the following statement: “In 


each of these cases there could be significant rail deflections with little or no post 


deflections, other than slight twisting of the posts.” 


 


Under the “Connections” section on page 158 you mentioned that it will be challenging to 


control rail tension on the ends of the thrie-beam in the pendulum tests. In the previous NCHRP 


study we achieved this by using cable connections on the sides of the rail that connected to a 


rigid post, the different tension was achieved by the amount to torque applied on the cable 


connection to that post. 
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We learned from a visit with Eduardo at the FOIL on March 18 that the response of the 


boundary conditions on the rail ends could be tuned to the desired force-deflection 


response by the method you describe. This statement has been removed from the report. 


 


In the Work Plan you mention for most system that you will conduct pendulum test, while others 


state “physical testing”. Will these “physical tests” be static tests or also dynamic pendulum 


tests? 


 


The term “physical tests” is used to encompass either static and dynamic or both. In 


some cases (e.g., anchor system tests) we intend to conduct both static and dynamic if a 


feasible test procedure and test fixture can be develop.  


 


Finally I totally agree with your proposed method for deployment/testing of the Field Guide and 


believe that our best approach should be that off a web based or phone app system.  


 


Thank you. 


Respondent No. 8 


Page 15 – Editorial comment: For clarity shouldn’t the section heading in the middle of the page 


read “MGS with Round Wood Posts”. 


 


Correction made. Thanks you. 


 


Page 17 – Just for background information, did the crash test yield a summary of the main 


causation for the failure?   


 


That information was not reported. 


 


Page 27 – Editorial comment: Shouldn’t the last sentence on the page read “… damage modes, 


as well as additional guardrail types, should be…”.  Note placement of commas. 


  


Correction made. Thanks you. 


 


Page 57 – Editorial comment:  There appears to be a typo in the last line in the second paragraph 


in the reference to “[Buth99]”. 


  


 I think the panel member is referring to the “short-hand” format used in the references. 


[Buth99a-c] references [Buth99a; Buth99b; Buth99c] 


 


Page 59 – Last bullet, did the ruptures occur downstream of the vehicle “impact site” or just 


downstream of the vehicle at the time of the rupture? 


 


The rupture occurred downstream of the vehicle at the time of rupture. 


 


Page 133 – Third paragraph, middle of paragraph there is a reference to Section 3.2.7.  Section 


3.2.7 of what? 
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 Correction made. Thanks you. (See response to Respondent No. 6) 


 


Page 146 – The second paragraph indicates that a damage mode for erosion around posts is 


medium to low priority in this study since the erosion is also a maintenance issue that should 


corrected in and of itself.  I don’t disagree, but a Maintenance Manager would probably be more 


likely to address the erosion if he had something in hand that the crashworthiness of the guardrail 


was also affected by the erosion.  Basically it would bring it higher in his overall priority list.  


Thus, my personal feeling is that it should be medium to high priority for this study.  It is noted 


that Table 46 does indicate soil erosion is funded with the available money in this study, which is 


the entire point. 


 


This was also stated by Respondent No. 4. As you mentioned, the evaluation of soil 


erosion around guardrail posts has been included in Phase II. 


 


Page 164 – General comment: As stated at least once in the report, the weak post system is very 


important to some states and has been for a long time.  The redesign circa 2000 did change the 


height and moved the splice to mid-span.  However, there is a LOT of the old design “out there” 


and it gets hit all the time.  Does the research team have any thoughts on how to address the 


differences in the weak post system or will it just address the redesigned version?  


 


The damage evaluations for the G2 weak post guardrail will be limited to the modified 


G2 system. The standard G2 does not meet TL-3 requirements for Report 350 or MASH 


conditions. In order to quantify degradation of system performance, the performance 


limit of the undamaged system would need to first be established. 


 


Page 170 – Editorial comment: There appears to be a typo in the second paragraph.  In the 12
th


 


line, shouldn’t the text read “…team could pick up where Report 656…” 


 


 Correction made. Thank you. 


 


Pages 176 - 177 – Did the research team also consider the May 17, 2010 memo from FHWA 


“Roadside Design: Steel Strong Post W-beam Guardrail” in the Rail Height section?  It does 


appear relevant to this discussion and is not directly cited. 


 


The information from the FHWA memorandum has been included in the interim report. 


Thank you. 


 


Page 191 – It appears that the definition of “*” is omitted in Table 49.  Is Table 49 intended to be 


exactly the same as Table 42 on page 172?   


 


 Correction made. Thank you. 


Respondent No. 9 


I approve the report based on the budget constraint and have the following observations: 


 


The literature review was well done.. 
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Thank you. 


 


The report identified 20 different damage modes to 4 damage regions and 4 different systems not 


to mention combination modes. I have doubts that enough data can be collected to make 


definitive conclusions even though "only" 14 damage modes are prioritized as high. 


 


Can enough actual tests be performed for different variables (various degrees of rail/post 


deflection for example) to normalize a finite element model to produce an adequate field guide? 


Or do we down scope the systems chosen?  


 


As indicated in Table 46, the scope for Phase II only includes the wood post w-beam and 


the generic anchor system. We feel that the available funding will be adequate for 


conducting required tests and analyses to develop repair guidelines for those two 


systems.   


Respondent No. 10 


I commend the researchers for their thoroughness with the background research and historical 


performance description of all the guardrail systems presented.  Good job!   I have some minor 


editorial comments as follows: 


 


1. Pg. 1 Last sentence of first paragraph is the longest run-on sentence I have ever seen.  


Please consider revising. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


2. Pg. 20 Second paragraph references Fig. 13.  I believe it should Fig. 22. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


3. Pg. 20 Figure 22 – reference name is misspelled. 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


4. Pg. 21 top of page “shown in Figure 13” should be Figure 19? 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


5. Pg. 70 second paragraph references test 404201-1 without a reference to the test report 


like other references in the report (I think it is Bullard) 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


6. General comment that will not pertain to the final report if it is in color;  The different 


shades of gray are hard to discern in the graphs and charts. 
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The report was written with the understanding that the final report will be published in 


color.  


 


7. Pg. 140 Table 33 border runs off the page  


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 


8.  Page 181 Third paragraph …”More discussion of each task in (should be “is”)… 


 


Correction made. Thank you. 


 





